Abstract-The upsurge of mobile devices paired with highly interactive social web applications generates enormous amounts of requests web services have to deal with. Consequently in our previous work, a novel request flow scheme with scalable components was proposed for storing interdependent, permanently updated resources in a database. The major challenge is to process dependencies in an optimal fashion while maintaining dependency constraints. In this work, three research objectives are evaluated by examining resource dependencies and their key graph measurements. An all-sources longest-path algorithm is presented for efficient processing and dependencies are analysed to find correlations between performance and graph measures. Two algorithms basing their parameters on six real-world web service structures, e.g., Facebook Graph API are developed to generate dependency graphs and a model is developed to estimate performance based on resource parameters. An evaluation of four graph series discusses performance effects of different graph structures. The results of an evaluation of 2,000 web services with over 850 thousand resources and 6 million requests indicate that resource dependency processing can be up to a factor of two faster compared to a traditional processing approach while an average model fit of 97 percent allows an accurate prediction.
INTRODUCTION
M ODERN web applications such as social networks and services for the Internet of Things are highly interactive. They provide a continuous experience across multiple mobile devices such as smart phones, smart watches, tablets and cars. The data sent and received by billions of devices is mined and analysed by big data algorithms and used for intelligent content creation. For all live traffic reports, pandemic and epidemic disease prognosis, live weather and global movie trends enormous amounts of requests are exchanged and processed. This puts high demands on modern web services. Requests have to be distributed to multiple servers, while the optimal number of necessary servers has to be adapted to the encountered load continuously by scaling up and down. Simultaneously, the high throughput of requests needs to be ensured with minimal processing delays in order to minimise waiting times for the users.
Background
As the creation of web services handling both logic and scaling is a very complex matter, we proposed Web Scaling Frameworks (WSFs) in our recent work [1] , [2] . WSFs take over the responsibilities of scaling by embedding existing Web Application Frameworks (WAFs) in a larger system. By storing all requestable resources in a Resource Database (RDB), we were able to apply a novel request flow routing mechanism minimising the expensive processing of requests. To enable the novel request flow, workers processing requests need to ensure the RDB is kept up to date by processing the resources with their dependencies. A resource has a dependency on an other resource, if the other resource needs to be updated with the original resource. This declaration enables to calculate an optimal subset of resources that have to be updated when an other resource is changed. Our previous mathematical model allows calculating the maximum time available for the dependency processing where the novel request flow approach remains faster than the traditional WAF approach.
Motivation and Objectives
Finding an efficient resource dependency processing mechanism is a key requirement for building a scalable web service architecture with optimised request routing. With a slow processing performance, only read-driven applications can benefit from the RDB which limits the field of applications for WSFs. The first major objective of this work is to gain further knowledge of how dependencies between resources in web applications can be measured, stored and generated to fit existing application structures. Therefore, we identify a graph as the structure for expressing resource dependencies and relate known graph measures to describe significant dependency structures. To generate dependency graphs, we develop a service based graph algorithm using the APIs of six real-world applications and a fuzzy graph algorithm creating applications based on random graph measures.
The second major objective is to find existing and novel algorithms that qualify for optimisation of processing performance and evaluate their performance compared to a typical traditional processing approach. Therefore, multiple graph algorithms in the area of job and workflow processing are evaluated. A novel algorithm using a topological sort with dynamic programming is proposed to efficiently compute a forest of valid processing trees alongside a model to calculate the tree processing durations. We conduct a comprehensive performance evaluation between a dependency processing approach and a traditional approach with over 2,000 applications, 1 million resources and 18 million requests to find improved performances of up to factor two. The third and final objective is to model the dependency processing duration and analyse the effects of graph measures on the performance. Therefore, a simplified approximation model is developed and evaluated allowing for precise and cost-efficient computation of the processing duration, the duration delta and relative performance improvement compared to traditional methods. Further, a linear correlation of the processing duration with the dependency depth and the cluster size is found, evaluated and analysed for its influence on the processing performance.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2 summarises the results of the literature review of related work. Section 3 identifies the structure and measures of resources and dependencies. Section 5 evaluates suitable graph processing algorithms, whilst Section 5 finds correlations between the processing duration and other graph measures. Section 6 introduces dependency graph and traffic generation algorithms and Section 7 develops the models for the approximation model. Section 8 evaluates both the empirical performance and model fits with a cloud cluster and analyses different graph structures. Section 9 outlines the results and conclusions and gives a perspective on future research.
RELATED WORK
We reviewed and classified related work with respect to our three major objectives as presented in Table 1 . Work in the Dependency Structure and Generation category deals with caching policies and graph processing. In the Algorithms and Evaluation category we study work related to scheduling algorithms and reactive programming. Finally, work in the Modelling and Analysis category deals with measures and algorithms for self-similar traffic and web resource modelling.
Dependency Structure and Generation
Traditional web services employ cache eviction approaches based on policies to select optimal cache contents. Evictions can be based on the distance between objects such as in the SACS system [3] , recommendations systems analysing proxy access logs [4] , or enhanced traditional eviction policies [5] such as Least Frequently Used (LFU) or the Weighting Replacement Policy (WRP). In contrast to the aforementioned approaches, we propose to explicitly declare all dependencies between service resources and store all requestable web objects in a persistent resource database instead of a volatile cache. Instead of cache eviction, our approach requires a precise update mechanism to keep the resource database in sync with the data. The work in [6] , [7] , [8] presents a comprehensive survey over implemented algorithms, usability, performance and scalability of multiple large scale graph processing platforms such as GraphChi, Apache Giraph, GPS, GraphLab, GraphX, Neo4j, Apache Hadoop, YARN and Stratosphere. We propose to store the dependency graph in one of the aforementioned large scale graph processing platforms and use the algorithms we develop in this work to extract a forest of individual dependency trees for each resource. Unfortunately, we can not use the datasets from [6] , [7] , [8] as they describe relationships between data entities, e.g., users but not service resources as required for this work. Hence we need to create our own service datasets.
Scheduling Algorithms and Evaluation
We identified the processing of dependencies as an optimisation problem in the domain of job and workflow scheduling. Job scheduling has a long history in the project management context [9] , where critical path planning and scheduling [10] was developed to find a sequence of dependent jobs that determines the maximum duration of a project. Applications for job scheduling have been found and transferred to QoSbased scheduling in grid computing [11] and network activity times [12] . In the domain of workflow scheduling, the authors in [13] present a comprehensive survey and analysis of scheduling schemes in cloud computing, where a scheduling scheme tries to map the workflow tasks to multiple virtual machines based on different functional and non-functional requirements. The authors in [14] present a scheduling strategy that maps workflow tasks to multiple clusters and clouds with optimised balancing. In our work, we transfer and apply the critical path problem from the project management context to dependency processing of web resources. The processing of dependencies are the activities and the critical path duration is the maximum dependency processing duration. From workflow scheduling, we use basic structures such as a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) to declare dependent tasks. Our major objective however, is not to distribute work to multiple virtual machines as presented by [13] , [14] , but find an optimal forest of processing trees from a dependency graph. The trees are then used to process dependencies in an optimised fashion and calculate the maximum processing duration as critical path. In [15] , [16] , [17] the authors show that a [6] , [7] , [8] Algorithms and Evaluation (2.2) References
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Service Measures [22] , [23] , [24] , [25] , [26] , [27] Traffic Modelling [28] , [29] , [30] , [31] , [32] , [33] , [34] topological sorting of jobs for correct orderly scheduling can be calculated in linear time. The dynamic programming method [18] solves complex problems by breaking them down into a collection of simpler subproblems if the subproblems have an optimal substructure and are overlapping. Our proposed approach combines both topological sorting with dynamic programming on a DAG structure to determine the critical paths of processing. The reactive programming paradigm [19] , [20] , [21] is oriented around data flows and the propagation of changes and thereby fits the requirements for dependency processing. In this work we use and apply reactive programming with eventual consistency to automatically update resource dependencies with a middleware approach observing incoming changes through requests.
Service Modelling and Analysis
The authors in [22] , [23] improve the cache Hit-Miss Ratio (HMR) with machine learning approaches and define typical values between 0.35 and 0.75. In [24] , [25] the processing time of web applications is characterised as a Hyper-Erlang, Weibull, generalised Pareto or Lomax distribution. Work in [26] , [27] classifies the graph structure in the web to be heavy-tailed and studies the in-degree and out-degree distributions of a large web crawls. In this work we model the cache hit/miss ratio and processing duration according to [22] , [23] , [24] , [25] , [26] , [27] . However, the work on graph structures on the web studies the dependencies between multiple web services, where our work considers the resource dependencies within a single web service. Hence, we analyse existing service structures in Section 6. The authors in [28] , [29] , [30] , [31] , [32] find that request arrival times exhibit self-similarity and use the following random processes for modelling: Fractionally Autoregressive Integrated Moving-Average (FARIMA), Fractional Brownian Motion (FBM), Poisson Pareto Burst (PPB), PPB and Circulant Markov-Modulated Poisson (CMMP). For resource popularity [33] , [34] the popularity distribution can be modelled using a Zipf distribution with parameter ranges between 0.64 and 0.84. In this work, we use all the proposed random processes (FARIMA, FBM, PPB, PPB, CMMP) for modelling the request arrival times and the Zipf distribution for modelling the selection of resources.
RESOURCE DEPENDENCIES
In order to minimise the expensive processing of requests, we presuppose the declaration of resource dependencies that have to be processed for each request modifying data on the server. 
Resource Vertices and Dependency Edges
A web service exposes multiple routes delivering different resources such as markup, structured data, images or videos to the consumer. The resource graph in Fig. 1 presents all resources of a web service. Resources can be addressed by traversing through the graph, e.g., /A/D/H. Each resource is either a read resource (HTTP GET or HEAD) or a processing resource (all other HTTP methods). This distinction is used to apply optimised request routing mechanisms, where read resources and processing resources can be handled by separate, individually scalable subsystems. In the dependency graph in Fig. 1 , an edge expresses that after update of resource B, resource A has to be updated as well. Thus, following job and workflow scheduling methodology as in [9] , [10] , [13] , [14] , we can model our resource dependencies as DAG. The dependency graph does not contain resource contents, but only the edges between dependent resource URLs and thereby can efficiently be stored as sparse matrix. To store resource contents a distributed storage solution is needed as presented in [1] , [2] , where mechanisms to synchronise data between machines are reflected in an increased lookup delay. By design however, the lookup delay only influences the read subsystem. Resource dependencies are further categorised to be synchronous or asynchronous. For synchronous dependencies (Fig. 1c) , the response to the original request is delayed until all dependencies are finished processing. This guarantees that on response the resource database is updated with all changes triggered by the original request. For asynchronous dependencies (Fig. 1d) , the response returns immediately while the dependencies are processed in background. This guarantees that the resource database will be updated eventually. Web sites not caching state on the client mainly use synchronous dependencies as subsequent requests need to reflect all changes from previous requests. Web applications in contrast, cache state and present changes directly to the user which allows dependencies to be processed in the background. Tree that considers processing precedence constraints for a single resource as root. 
Interpretation of Dependency Graph Measures
In addition to simple graph measures such as vertex and edge counts, there exist more complex measures as presented in Table 3 . A further interpretation in the context of dependency processing helps to classify their influence on the structure of web services and performance of processing. The mean dependency depth denotes the average number of steps required for dependency processing and is further detailed in Section 4. It is used in the approximation model in Section 7 to calculate the average processing steps needed. The mean dependency degree is used to estimate the portion of parallel processing, as all children of a vertex can be computed in parallel without collisions. The cluster count and size generally give an indication on the structure of a web service where a low number of clusters and a large cluster size indicate a deeply joint application structure. Based on data in Section 6, dependency graphs are sparse graphs. A low sparsity generally expresses a low amount of dependencies resulting in faster processing.
PROCESSING ALGORITHMS
For the efficient processing of dependencies we formulate the problem as follows: Given a vertex from a dependency graph, how long does it take to process all dependencies of the vertex while ensuring correct processing order. The key metric to optimise is the dependency processing duration, which refers to a makespan optimisation in [9] , [10] , [13] , [14] . Consequently, the scheduling of dependencies is distinct from scheduling in an OS, where the major objective is to fairly balance computing resources between long-running processes that appear to be running in parallel. Additionally, it is distinct from scheduling jobs onto a cluster, where the major goals are an optimal distribution of the pieces of work with a high resource utilisation. The bottlenecks in scheduling resource dependencies are the processing durations of individual resource updates that need to be processed in the correct order. Thus, we transform the problem into a DAG structure as used in job and workflow scheduling [9] , [10] , [13] , [14] .
Evaluation
To find and evaluate suitable algorithms, we generate 1,000 random dependency graphs with a custom created Incremental Edge Add (IEA) graph generation algorithm. The IEA generation algorithm starts with 1,000 completely disconnected resource vertices in the first generation graph. In each next generation, it adds a random, directed edge to the previous generation graph while ensuring no cycles are created. We build 1,000 generations of the graph with a maximum number of 1,000 edges and give each resource vertex a processing delay of 100 ms. The algorithms presented in the next sections are evaluated with a model of the applied algorithm and an empirical data collection from our Raspberry Pi computing cluster which consists of 42 machines. We implement the dependency processing algorithms using the Go programming language and create one million HTTP requests to measure the dependency processing duration.
Shortest and Longest-Path Approaches
As Fig. 2a shows, a dependency graph defines multiple contingent processing paths. The resource vertex E can be reached via the path ðA; B; EÞ and ðA; C; EÞ. Optional dependencies are not possible as E either contains content from B (B has a dependency on E), or it does not. The dependency graph states both B and C need to be finished processing before E can be processed as it contains changes from both B and C. Hence, an algorithm is needed to calculate the fastest and sequentially correct processing path. Our approach to calculate the processing path and thereby the duration is to weight the edges of the dependency graph with the mean processing delay introduced by the vertex the edge points to. From Figs. 2d, 2e, our collected test data and work in the job and workflow scheduling domain [13] , [14] , [35] , [36] , [37] follows that a shortest-path approach is not feasible for dependency processing as it violates precedence constraints. Longest-path algorithms guarantee the precedence constraints, however finding a longest-path in a directed graph is a NP-hard problem which can not be solved efficiently for large datasets. From the domain of workflow scheduling [13] , [14] follows that constraining the problem to DAG enables the application of efficient algorithms. Fig. 2 presents such a DAG, where the longest-path tree for A is shown at (f) and the processing duration is determined by the critical path at Fig. 2 (h).
A Forest of Processing Trees
Fig. 2g additionally shows that processing trees are distinct for each resource vertex. The longest-path tree in Fig. 2 provides the solution for resource vertex A. Resource vertex C can not use the same solution as A, as it has no dependencies in the processing tree for A. The correct processing tree for C is C; E; F; J. In conclusion, for each resource vertex there exists an individual processing tree thus leading to a forest of processing trees. This forest has to be respected in Mean number of connected vertices in a cluster Sparsity Number of edges divided by number of vertices Fig. 2 . Dependency processing scheduling problem presented with a shortest-path tree and a longest-path tree approach. (a) highlights multiple processing paths where the performance of (b) is superseded by the performance of (c). However, the shortest-path approach at (d) does not guarantee the correct job order enforced by the longest-path approach at (f). Processing trees depend on their root vertex, e.g., starting at C (g) leads to a different tree than starting at A (f).
the calculation of the algorithm time complexity. Using an adjacency matrix, a dependency graph with maximum edges can be constructed by filling either the upper or the lower triangular part of the matrix excluding the diagonal with edges where a 1 marks the presence of an edge E between two vertices V :
Using each vertex as a root for a subgraph of a DAG, the maximum number of vertices V sub;max in each subgraph must decrease by at least one to ensure no cycles are present:
Forest of Processing Trees Extraction Algorithms
We evaluate two algorithms to extract all longest-path trees efficiently: A version of Bellman-Ford that uses negated edge weights and an algorithm we propose that is based on a topological sort and uses dynamic programming. The authors in [35] prove the longest-path problem in edge-weighted directed acyclic graphs to be solvable by finding the shortestpaths in a graph where all edge weights are negated. The Bellman-Ford algorithm can deal with negative edge weights and takes time proportional to E Á V . The algorithm needs to be executed for every resource subgraph of the dependency graph, so from (1) and (2) follows that:
Albeit suitable, we do not use the Bellman-Ford algorithm to extract the forest of processing trees as a faster and more efficient algorithm exists. By topologically sorting a DAG, a linear ordering of vertices is generated guaranteeing a vertex v 1 to come before a vertex v 2 if an edge v 1 ! v 2 exists. The work in [35] proposes an algorithm able to find a longest-path tree from a root vertex in linear-time. The proposed algorithm however only calculates a single-source longest-path tree. For dependency processing a forest of processing trees needs to be extracted, so an all-sources longest-path tree algorithm is needed. For the further modelling of the processing duration, knowledge of the length of the critical path is required for all trees in the forest. Therefore, we extend the single-source algorithm in [35] with a dynamic programming approach so the computed result returns a forest of processing trees and the processing durations of all critical paths: for all children c in s do Our proposed Forest of Processing Tree Extraction (FPTE)** algorithm applies dynamic programming by calculating the topological order only once for the entire set of vertices. A subproblem is defined as finding a single-source longest-path tree based on the total order. The original algorithm [35] calculates only a single longest-path tree for a selected vertex. Further, in our algorithm the calculation of the critical path durations is injected into the original singlesource algorithm's relaxation step to reduce the runtime (line [13] [14] [15] . In detail, the FPTE algorithm initialises its data structures (line 1-4), calculates the topological order of all vertices and creates arrays for the distances and durations for each root vertex v. For each vertex, subgraphs are generated (line 3) from where the algorithm step-by-step removes the shortest-path edges. Using each vertex once as root vertex (line 6), the vertices of the subgraph are extracted in suborder. The distance to each vertex in the subgraph is set to À1 on line 7. Next, the vertices are traversed in this suborder and each child is expanded (line 8-9). As a next step, the edges are relaxed by checking if the currently stored distance to the child is smaller then the current path (line [10] [11] . If so, a new longest-path is found to the child and stored as new longest distance and duration (line [12] [13] [14] [15] . By line 18, the maximum distance to the vertex s is known. If multiple edges point to s, then the edges from the parents with the lowest distance can be removed to keep only longest-paths. At the end of the loop for v (line 27), the subgraph is fully converted to a longest-path tree. The single-source longestpath algorithm from [35] takes time proportional to E þ V as it visits each vertex and each node exactly once. Following (1) and (2), our all-sources and critical path durations extension to the algorithm takes time proportional to:
Hence, it is faster than the Bellman-Ford algorithm.
Results
Fig . 3 shows the results from the evaluation of our all-sources longest-path trees algorithm with empirical data. The processing duration starts with a low slope at Fig. 3a and then increases in a non-linear fashion towards Fig. 3b with the number of edges as paths get longer. The durations we calculate with the FPTE algorithm match to 99.4 percent with the empirical data collected on our computing cluster. To further understand the most influential graph measures of dependency processing, we analyse the processing duration correlations in detail in the following section.
DEPENDENCY ANALYSIS
In this section, we analyse the correlations of the processing duration with the edge count, dependency depth, dependency degree, cluster count and cluster size in detail. Each generation of the analysed dependency graph contains one more edge than the previous one. The number of vertices is kept constant to prevent a skewing of the dependency analysis. If more vertices would be added throughout the evaluation, the correlation metrics would change based on the number of vertices, where we are interested in changes of edges. Fig. 4 shows the normalised correlations of all dependency measures with the processing duration. For the analysis, we calculate the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient R and the coefficient of determination R 2 to evaluate if a linear correlation between the measure and the processing duration exists. Additionally, we calculate a linear and nonlinear model for each measure and determine the Rootmean-square error RMSE and Fit. Fit is determined using the normalised version of the RMSE with 1 À NRMSE to denote the model fit. The best-fit functions along with the determined correlation metrics are shown in Table 4 .
Correlations with Processing Duration

Edge Count
From our model fit in Table 4 , we find the number of edges to have a quadratic effect on the processing duration shown in Fig. 4 . This stems from the fact that the probability to connect multiple vertices by adding a new edge is lower for initial generations of the graph, where many vertices are connected by a single edge only. With an increasing number of edges, the probability to connect multiple other edges with a new edge increases in a quadratic fashion. Thereby longer paths are created, thus increasing the processing duration.
Dependency Degree
In the same way as the number of edges, the dependency degree is a measure directly related to the probability of a vertex connecting to other vertices. The mean vertex degree increases along with the number of edges as the probability that a new edge connects a vertex to a longer path also increases in a quadratic fashion (Table 4) . Hence, the normalised correlation of the dependency degree shown in Fig. 4 matches the normalised correlation of the number of edges.
Dependency Depth
Concluding from the correlation of the edge count and the vertex degree, the mean dependency depth has a linear influence on the processing duration as it directly reflects the average length of the longest-paths. Fig. 4 shows this linear correlation along with Table 4 , where the slope of the function matches the mean processing delay for each vertex.
Cluster Count
The cluster count expresses how many unconnected clusters of vertices exist. Fig. 4 illustrates how more clusters lead to shorter processing paths and thereby influence the processing duration inversely as shown in Table 4 .
Cluster Size
The cluster size signifies the mean length of connected components and thereby dictates the maximum length for the longest-paths. As shown in Table 4 , the processing duration increases linearly with the cluster size. In Fig. 4 however, the duration stays below a perfect linearity for the majority of the time and then jumps above the line close to the end. For a graph without edges, all vertices are disconnected from each other. Thus, the number of clusters equals the Fig. 3 . Longest-path tree evaluation of 1,000 dependency graphs with an increasing number of edges. Starting with a low slope at (a), with an increasing number of edges the slope increases as well at (b). The implemented model using the FPTE algorithm matches to 99.4 percent with the collected data. Fig. 4 . Normalised correlations of the processing duration with the number of edges, mean dependency degree, dependency depth, number of clusters and mean cluster size. The mean dependency depth is linear correlated with the dependency processing duration. The FPTE regression determines the slope of this correlation and thereby allows to estimate the processing performance efficiently. number of vertices with a cluster size of exactly 1. By adding some edges, small groups of vertices become connected forming clusters of small sizes, e.g., 2-3. With the further addition of more edges, small clusters become connected to other small clusters forming clusters of larger sizes, e.g., 30-40. This continues until eventually all clusters are connected to one single cluster. As a result, the cluster size jumps whenever multiple clusters join to a single cluster until finally the size equals the number of vertices.
Regressions for Processing Duration
Based on the results from the correlation analysis, we build two regression models in order to approximate the processing duration for a given dependency graph. Both models base their duration calculation on the mean processing delay d p . Variable processing times for dynamic resources are implicitly hidden in the variance of the mean processing delay d p . For example an addToBasket action in an e-commerce website will process longer if 50 items are put into the basket instead of just 1. However, the variance introduced by dynamic actions is not considered in our modelling as we found using the mean processing delay only provides sufficient accuracy. Two measures exhibit a linear correlation with the processing duration: the cluster size and the dependency depth.
Cluster Size Based
We find for sparse graphs with a sparsity S91 the cluster size CS is steady and can be used to estimate the processing duration. Using the mean processing delay d p and the network delay d n from the previous work [2] we model: Fig. 4 shows the cluster size regression with a model fit of 0:96. The cluster size can be calculated very efficiently for the whole dependency graph through its weakly connected components, however with an increasing sparsity S the approximation results deteriorate.
Depth Based
A more exact approximation of the processing duration can be performed using the processing depth if there are more edges than vertices in the graph. However, it is more expensive to calculate the processing depths using a depth-first search algorithm, as the depth has to be computed for every starting vertex. Equation (1) and (2) denote the maximum number of edges and vertices for a DAG, where the runtime for a depth-first search generally is limited to V þ E. Using the depth ddep, the regression can be modelled as follows: Fig. 4 shows the depth regression with a model fit of 1 as the processing delays for the evaluation are normally distributed around 0:1 ( Table 4 ). The error of the regression is distributed exactly as the mean processing delay serving as regression slope.
SERVICE GENERATION
To compare the performance of resource dependency processing with a traditional cache-eviction approach, we generate web services consisting of dependency graphs and traffic traces. Existing web services do not declare resource dependencies explicitly, hence no data is available and the graphs must be generated. For the generation, we develop two algorithms. The first algorithm bases its parameters on extracted values of six social network application APIs and the second algorithm selects its parameters at random.
Parameters
For the generation, we identify the parameters listed in Table 5 .
Dependency Graph Based
The number of vertices V for each graph is distributed uniformly between 100 and 1000. The read/processing ratio RPR identifies the fraction of all resources that are read only. A RPR ¼ 0:3 means that 30 percent of all vertices are read only. For each vertex in the graph, we determine whether it is a read or processing vertex using a Bernoulli distribution distributed by the read/processing ratio. The cache hit/miss ratio HMR determines how many vertices of the whole graph are marked as cached. This parameter is only used by the traditional cache-eviction approach. Based on work in [24] , [25] the processing delay d p for each vertex is calculated by uniformly choosing one of the distributions listed in Table 5 for each graph. The HyperErlang(n) distribution uses a probability vector of length n and the other distributions follow the standard signatures Weibull(a, b), Pareto(k; a) and Lomax (k; a; m) where a is shape, b is scale, m is location and k is a minimum value parameter. The number of clusters and the cluster size is uniformly selected for each graph. 
Traffic Based
For each graph, we generate traffic for the duration D with a uniformly selected number of requests R. Based on the work in [33] , [34] the resource popularity P can be modelled using a Zipf(n; r) distribution where n is the range and r is the Zipf parameter. The offset O determines the arrival time of each request. We model the self-similar offset following work in [28] , [29] , [30] , [31] , [32] For the CMMPP we use the superposition of four two-state arrival rate vectors with a maximal arrival rate of 500. This rate is based on the maximum throughput of a single node in our evaluation cluster. The Fractional Brownian Motion uses a uniformly distributed hurst index between 0:5 and 0:99 in order to ensure self-similarity and the parameter of the Exponential distribution for the Poisson Pareto Burst process limits the maximum arrival rate to 500. We randomly select one of the models to generate the offset for each graph.
Service Based Graph Generation
In order to generate random dependency graphs exhibiting real-world properties, we develop an algorithm extracting parameters from six social network services: The Facebook Graph API v2.2, the Twitter API v1.1, the Tumblr API v1, the Instagram API v1, the Google Plus API v1 and the SoundCloud API v1.
Service Structure Graphs
For each service, we extract all API resources as vertices and the dependencies of the resources as edges into an API structure graph. Dependencies are not declared in the API specifications, hence we analyse the effects of a request to a resource by comparing changes in all resources before and after a request. The changed vertices have a dependency on the initially requested vertex and need to be added as dependency edges. Fig. 5 illustrates all extracted service structure graphs. At Fig. 5a the Facebook structure graph is strongly connected with the central vertex representing a user's feed. Fig. 5b shows multiple sub-resources of a tumbler post that are updated with the post and Fig. 5c highlights weakly connected clusters with sparse dependencies of the Twitter API.
For detailed inspection of all graphs we provide the full evaluation dataset as download available at [38] .
Parameter Extraction
From the service structure graphs we extract parameter ranges to be used for the generation of random dependency graphs. The results are presented in Table 6 . Using a goodness-of-fit hypothesis test, our measured parameters do not follow a distribution. Hence, our algorithm selects random elements uniformly from all captured parameter data.
Algorithm
We develop the Service based dependency graph (SDG) algorithm by superposing and manipulating multiple adjacency matrices. The steps are as follows:
1) Create a sequencer function for the dependency depth that returns continuous sequences of 1s followed by a terminating 0, where the length of the sequence is drawn randomly from all service structure graph depths, e.g., 111011011110 for 3; 2; 4. 2) Create a sequencer function for the dependency degree in the same fashion as the depth sequencer function. 3) Create a N Â N matrix, where N is drawn randomly from all service structure cluster sizes and fill it with 0s. 4) Fill the matrix diagonal above or below the main diagonal with a sequence from the depth sequencer function. 5) Fill the matrix columns until the diagonal above or below the main diagonal with sequences from the degree sequencer function. 6) Create another matrix of size N and fill it with random samples of a Bernoulli distribution where the probability equals a random read/processing ratio. 7) Multiply the read/processing matrix with the depth/degree matrix. 8) Repeat 3-7 and concatenate the resulting cluster matrices until the desired number of vertices is reached. By strictly manipulating either the upper or lower triangular portion of an adjacency matrix, the directed acyclic graph property of the resulting matrix is ensured. In addition, for each vertex a processing delay is drawn randomly from the service data. Furthermore, each vertex is marked as cache-hit or miss based on the distribution in Table 5 . The only input parameter to the algorithm is the number of maximum vertices to be used as termination criteria.
Fuzzy Graph Generation
As the service based graph generator strictly uses parameter values drawn from the analysis of the service structure graphs, we develop a supplementary Fuzzy dependency graph (FDG) algorithm creating graphs with a wider range of parameters. This ensures the evaluation is not overfitted to the analysed service structure graphs. The steps are as follows:
1) Create C adjacency matrices with size V =C and randomly distribute a total of E edges in the upper or lower triangular portion. 2) Multiply the columns with a sequence of 1 and 0 distributed by the read processing ratio. 3) Concatenate all resulting cluster matrices. The distributions used for the parameters are listed in Table 5 . As the service based algorithm, the fuzzy generation algorithm additionally determines a processing delay and cache-hit for each vertex. The input parameters to the fuzzy generation algorithm are the number of vertices V , the number of edges E and the number of clusters C.
PERFORMANCE MODELLING
For the performance evaluation, we develop a model which calculates the processing duration for both a resource dependency processing and a traditional approach. The parameters serving as input to the model can be calculated from the structure of an application as shown in Section 3. Furthermore, the model allows to compare the performance of both approaches in order to find the approach best suited for a specific application.
Processing Duration
We extend the processing duration of our previous work by replacing the d P constant with an equation explicitly calculating the processing duration based on the dependency graph.
Traditional Processing
We model d P for the traditional processing (TP) approach where a web service directly receives every request but can only serve a fraction of the resources defined by the cache hit/miss ratio HMR from a cache as:
The lookup delay d l describes the time it takes to lookup an item in the cache and the network delay d n is modelled as linear or quadratic variable [2] .
Resource Dependency Processing
The resource dependency processing (RDP) approach is based on the linear correlation between the cluster size CS and the processing depth ddep as analysed in Section 5. If the sparsity is S91 we model the cluster size as follows:
If the sparsity S ) 1 we use the more expensive to determine dependency depth ddep:
In contrast to the traditional processing approach, the resource dependency processing approach receives only a fraction of all requests defined by the read/processing ratio. All other resources are served directly from the resource database and do not influence the processing duration.
Processing Duration Delta
In order to compare both processing approaches, the processing duration delta can be modelled as: Fig. 6 illustrates the influence of all model parameters on the duration deltas where each parameter is plotted in the range of 0 to 1 while all other parameters remain constant with values given in the figure caption. For negative duration deltas the resource dependency processing approach is faster than a traditional processing approach. A greater absolute slope in Fig. 6 means that the analysed parameter has a greater influence on the processing duration. Consequently, the read/ processing ratio has the greatest influence on the processing duration as it directly affects the number of requests that need to be processed. It is followed by the hit/miss ratio which determines the amount of cached resources in the traditional processing approach. The processing delay, the dependency depth and the cluster size have equal influences on both approaches. In the traditional approach, a greater lookup delay negatively influences the caching performance and the network delay is applied to every request. The resource dependency processing approach uses the processing tree, thus the network delay only applies to the initial request and its response.
Relative Performance Improvement
To calculate the factor of improvement the resource dependency processing exhibits over the traditional processing, we define:
For example, a positive RPI of 2.3 shows that the performance using resource dependency processing is 2.3 times better than the traditional processing performance. Similarly, a negative RPI means that traditional processing approach is faster.
Break-Even Points for Processing Duration
A break-even point calculation allows to determine the exact value of a parameter where the processing duration of both the traditional processing and the resource dependency processing are equal. The break-even point based on the dependency depth ddep can be calculated as follows:
Based on the cluster size CS, we calculate the break-even point as:
Fig . 6 illustrates the break-even points for all model parameters where Dd P is zero.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Finally, we use the service based and fuzzy graph generation algorithms to compare the performance of the resource dependency processing approach with a traditional processing approach in an aggregated combined case, best case, worst case and average case scenario and evaluate the fit of the performance models. We further create four series of graphs with increasing graph measures to evaluate the influence of different structures on the performance and map the results to structures observed in real-world APIs.
Aggregated Performance Results
For the aggregated evaluation, we generate 1,000 web services using the service based graph algorithm and 1,000 web services using the fuzzy graph algorithm. For each of the 2,000 web services, we generate a distinct traffic trace following the distributions from Table 5 . The full evaluation dataset is available at [38] , where Table 7 lists the key figures. The evaluation is executed with machine pairs on our Raspberry Pi cluster, where one machine generates traffic and the other implements the web service. In addition to the traditional and resource dependency processing implementation, we evaluate a third asynchronous resource dependency processing (ARDP) implementation that processes all dependencies but the first level dependencies in the background. This is done to respect modern web applications with increased client-side logic. For this type of applications, state changes can instantly be presented to the user so a web service guaranteeing eventual consistency is sufficient. We further evaluate each graph in both requester mode (RM) using the generated traffic and sequencer mode! (SM) requesting each resource exactly once. We do this in order to measure the influence of the traffic on the performance. Using all three implementations in both modes, we measure over 850 thousand resources with over 6 million requests in 2,000 web services. We further calculate the processing durations and relative performance improvements with the models developed in this work. The results are presented in four aggregated cases, where each case individually limits the range of the read/processing ratio and hit/miss ratio.
Combined Case
In the combined case, we present the results of all aggregated graphs. Fig. 7 shows the quantiles of the relative performance improvement where the size of the boxes around the median divide the results in equal parts regarding the first quartile and the third quartile. As the minimum and maximum relative performance improvement factors have a high variance, we intentionally left out the whiskers in Fig. 7 to be able to visualise quantiles in a meaningful way.
In total, 59 percent of all combined case services are faster using resource dependency processing rather than traditional processing. 
Best Case
From Fig. 6 follows, that for all read/processing and hit/ miss ratios between 0.0 and 0.3 the resource dependency processing is faster than the traditional processing. Consequently, for the best case aggregation both ratios are restricted to be within the 0.0-0.3 range. Fig. 7 illustrates median performance improvements of a factor higher than four for the service based graphs, 25 percent for the fuzzy based graphs and a factor of almost two for the combination of both. In total, 79 percent of all best case services are faster using resource dependency processing rather than traditional processing.
Worst Case
The worst case aggregates results in the ranges where in Fig. 6 the traditional processing is faster. Thus, the read/processing ratio is limited to the range between 0.6 and 1.0. The hit/miss ratio is limited to the range between 0.5 and 0.7 as this is the maximum evaluated hit/miss ratio ( Table 7) . The median performance improvements illustrated in Fig. 7 are -34 percent for the service based graphs, 5.4 percent for the fuzzy based graphs and -21 percent for the combination of both. In total, 37 percent of all worst case services are faster using resource dependency processing rather than traditional processing.
Average Case
For the average case aggregation we select results in the ranges where in Fig. 6 both approaches exhibit similar performance. Consequently, we use a read/processing ratio in the range between 0.3 and 0.6 and a hit/miss ratio in the range between 0.3 and 0.5. Further, we confirm the selected ranges to be within typical ranges as presented by [22] , [23] .
As shown in Fig. 7 the median performance improvements are 25 percent for the service based graphs, 9.4 percent for the fuzzy based graphs and 20 percent for the combination of both. In total, 62 percent of all average case services are faster using resource dependency processing rather than traditional processing.
Model Fits
We calculate the processing duration delta for all 8,000 
Structure Based Performance Results
The structure based evaluation is performed to analyse the effects of different graph structures on the performance. Therefore, four series of graphs with increasing graph measures are created and performance tested with our resource dependency processing and a traditional processing approach. As presented in Fig. 6 , the major performance influencing parameters are the read/processing ratio and the cache hit/miss ratio. In order to analyse the effects of the graph structures only, for all series both the read/ processing ratio and the hit/miss ratio are set to their calculated performance break-even points RPR BEP Table 8 . The graphs are created using a special version of our fuzzy dependency graph generator, where we set the desired graph measure (depth, degree, cluster size and count) instead of letting the algorithm choose a random value.
Performance Results
The performance is calculated using the processing duration delta model from this work, where negative values indicate a better performance when using our proposed resource dependency processing approach. The results are presented in Fig. 8 and Table 8 . From all 20 graphs, the performance using our proposed resource dependency approach is better for 13 structures (a-b,f-h,k-n,q-t). The increasing depth in the depth series (a-e) has a major influence on the performance as the length of the chains as seen in (d-e) massively increases the processing duration. An increasing degree (f-j) has a minor influence on the performance as most dependencies can be processed in parallel. The growing mean cluster size series in (k-o) has an effect on both the depth and the degree, where a lower cluster size results in lower maximal depths. Finally, the increasing total number of clusters series (p-t) is tightly inversely related to the mean cluster size. Thus, with many clusters the performance is better as the maximal depth is reduced.
Mapping to Real-World Structures
When searching for resemblance between graphs in Figs. 5 and 8, it is noteworthy that Fig. 5 presents structure graphs, where Fig. 8 presents full resource graphs (for distinction Fig. 7 . Relative performance improvements for service based graphs, fuzzy graphs and all graphs in the combined case, best case, worst case, and average case when using resource dependency processing over traditional processing. Due to the greater range of fuzzy graph parameters, the quartiles at (a) do not vary as much with the cases as the quartiles in (b).
see Table 2 ). To extract resource graphs from structure graphs as presented in Fig. 5 , variables for the number of users, posts, comments, photos etc. majorly influence the measures of the resulting resource graph. Thus, we suggest similarities must be compared with care. Facebook's rather centralised structure can be extracted to graphs similar to
Figs. 8l, 8m as the centralised structure is based around clusters of users. A single user in Instagram, Google Plus or Tumblr has a smaller cluster of resources leading to structures more similar to Figs. 8g, 8h, and 8s. This leads to an increased processing duration with Facebook's structure compared to more decentralised structures such as Twitter's, Instagram's or Tumblr's. However, we suggest that this stems from the massively higher range of functions Facebook offers compared to the other platforms.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we proposed an efficient resource database update mechanism that allows to build scalable web service architectures with optimised request routing, such as the novel request flow we presented in [1] , [2] . For the first major research objective, we showed that resource dependencies can be stored as directed acyclic graphs, where vertices represent resources and edges dependencies. We further identified dependency depth, dependency degree, cluster count, cluster size and sparsity as the most influential graph measures and related them to existing graph measures. To generate random dependency graphs, we based the generation on service structures where the parameters were extracted from six real-world social applications and a fuzzy algorithm with random parameters. For the second major research objective, we found the optimisation problem to be in the domain of job and workflow scheduling, where the longest-path is the critical path for performance. As typical algorithms only compute a single-source longest-path tree, we extended an existing topological sort algorithm with a dynamic programming approach which is able to determine the processing order in linear time. Further, the evaluation of 2,000 web services with 850 thousand resources and over 6 million requests showed and Clusters (p-t). A negative processing duration delta means our proposed RDP approach is faster than a traditional approach. the resource dependency processing approach to be up to a factor of two faster than a traditional processing approach. For the third and final objective, we found that the dependency depth and cluster size have a linear correlation with the processing duration. The evaluation of four series of different graph structures further highlighted the correlations with major graph measures. We found the processing duration to be adequately modelled based on both measures, where the accuracy depends on the sparsity of the graph. Both models allowed us to replace the constant post-processing delay from our previous work. The cluster size based model had an overall model fit of 96 percent and was cheap to compute, where the dependency depth based model had a model fit of 98 percent, thus being more accurate but also more expensive to determine. The focus of our future work will be on further optimisation of the dependency processing algorithm. We will conduct research to find algorithms that update the dependency graph and forest of processing trees in an incremental fashion. Additionally, we will develop algorithms to automatically extract dependency graphs from web services. Furthermore, we will search for hot processing spots where a resource vertex is updated frequently and apply strategies to reduce and minimise the number of updates. We will also develop assistive systems that point out critical dependency depths, dependency degrees and clusters and provide an optimal solution that helps decoupling affected resources.
